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T   brings to mind a veritable catwalk of positive

connotations: its potential as a complex “care of the self ” (Foucault );
its gender-fucking possibilities;¹ its gay-infused industries; and its role
in questioning conventions of embodiment and consumption (via meat
dresses,²  fetish wear, size thirty-two miniskirts and beyond). Fashion
could even function in what Deleuze considers a Baroque mode—to fold
ourselves into “the thousand folds of garments that tend to becomes one
with their respective wearers, to exceed their attitudes, to overcome their
bodily contradictions, and to make their heads look like those of swimmers
bobbing in the waves” ()—to provide texture, depth, and infinite folds
to our unfortunately flat designs and interpretations of bodies. However, a
parade of less flattering conceptions of fashion trots on: the often classist
 For a theoretical account of why “vests” and other clothes are so central to our

culture’s rhetoric of gender crossing, see Marjorie Garber’s Vested Interests:
Cross-Dressing and Cultural Anxiety. For a more direct illustration, see “e
Suit” in Loren Cameron’s Body Alchemy: Transsexual Portraits.
 See, for instance, Jana Sterbak’s “Vanitas: Flesh Dress for an Albino Anorectic,”
or, for a more fashionable version, see New York architects Diller Scofidio +
Renfro’s entry for the  “Miss Meatpacking District.”
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and slender couture both haute and hipster; the questionable labour conditions through which our fashions are stitched and shipped; and fashion’s
role in state-sanctioned violence—perhaps most famously, Hugo Boss’d
part in designing Nazi uniforms in the s.³
To move beyond this impasse of affirmative or disparaging conceptions of fashion, this article focuses on one discursive circulation of
“fashion”—a rather falsely consolidated concept, to be sure. Reconsidering the discursive circulation of fashion means, for me, responding to the
many times I’ve been told that being transgender or doing transgender
studies is “where it’s at,” “sexy,” or even “so trendy” (Namaste ). Readers
can judge sexiness for themselves of course—but these constant charges/
compliments of fashionability demand a question: how does the seemingly neutral figure of fashion in fact operate as shorthand for suspicious
judgments about ) non-normative bodies and ) the temporal modes with
which these often “changing” bodies become associated? Put simpler: Why
do only some bodies, identities, and fields of study appear to be fashioned
—even to represent flagrant fashion itself —when all are? In “Dress to Kill,
Fight to Win,” trans scholar Dean Spade has a seemingly simple answer:
because “norms always masquerade as non-choices,” he suggests, the
symbolic burden of “fashion” is placed on those whose choices appear to
be the weird ones. How can we make clear, then, that “timeless” fashions
—that is, norms—are not merely fashioned but are also the most fashionable things around?
In response, I consider one example of a very fashionable norm: the
simple men’s white dress shirt. In his book White Walls, Designer Dresses:
e Fashioning of Modern Architecture, Mark Wigley shows that the early
modernist trend of whitewashed buildings collaborated with new formal
fashion trends in a problematic project of spatial “purity” (xvi)—one that
staged itself as a return to eternal design standards and configured all
else as “degenerate” (), a “disease” (), mere “ornament” (), and a
“crime” () in Adolf Loos’s words from . Influential modernist architect and writer Le Corbusier concurs in his whitewash manifesto: to him,
whitewash is “extremely moral” () and therefore leads from architectural cleanliness to moral cleanliness (). He goes as far as to suggest
that modern society “demand[s] of us that we think with a background
of white” () and that the ostensibly leftover ornament of nineteenthcentury architecture ought to be expelled by human society like shit. As
 See “Hugo Boss Acknowledges Link to Nazi Regime” in e New York Times, 
August . Of course, Boss was far from alone on this count; Siegfried Boss
claims that “the whole [fashion] industry worked for the Nazi Army.”
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Le Corbusier puts it: “[W]hen we eat, nature knows well how to rid us of
what has served its purpose” (). Wigley points out that in this specific
modernist discourse, “[T]he white garment purifies an age, cleaning away
the detritus of the past to open up a new future” (). At this moment,
then, the long life of flat white fashions⁴ was expunged in order to operate as “the very figure of the rejection of fashion” (xxiv)—to fulfill “the
modernist dream of the self-effacing archive” (O’Driscoll ).
By calling in seemingly eternal narratives of nature, evolution, and
morality, Loos and Le Corbusier both call on the white surface to do the
dirty work of defining new modernist styles as timeless, natural, and antifashion. is may seem innocuous enough, but even holding the racial
logics of this white purity momentarily aside, there is something suspect
in this image of purely functional bodies cleansed of their ornate pasts.
As Wigley suggests, Le Corbusier’s imperative for whitewash is not just an
attempt to cleanse architecture but also an attempt to cleanse the viewing
of aesthetics objects and bodies. Where previously the mutable “surface
of a person’s clothes” was their body, the ubiquity of white surfaces was
meant to “open … up a gap between the body and its clothes” (), turning clothes into a flat screen between body and world. Wigley reminds
us that Le Corbusier even equates the misuse of colour in architecture
and design to being unable to “resist dangerous caresses,” while white
supposedly functions as a “sedative” (). In response to Le Corbusier’s
attempted de-sensualizing of the modernist body, this microhistory of this
discourse offers us two cautionary legacies about the status of “fashion”
for trans/gender.
First, it’s worth remembering that in order to establish their new architectural fashions as timeless and anti-fashion, Loos and Le Corbusier had
to devalue all bodies and buildings that they could easily associate with
transience, superficiality, and fickle change. As Wigley and others report,
femininity, women, and any hint of queerness each came to be associated with the passé ornamentation of the nineteenth century.⁵ We might,
 ank you to Nicola Nixon for reminding me of some of the earlier and queerer

moments of the history of these white garments, including the finely-pressed
shirts of aesthetes, dandies, and fops.
 As Wigley puts it, the “’feminine,’ domains of ‘ornament,’ ‘accessories,’ ‘interior
decoration,’ ‘Art Nouveau,’ ‘architect’s partner,’ ‘homosexual,’ [and] ‘woman’”
can not be “securely ghettoized [sic]” (xxv) by architectural historians and
are therefore cast out of the discourse. For an analysis of the hyper-masculine
stereotype of the figure of the architect, see Joel Sanders’s introduction to his
edited volume, : Architectures of Masculinity. For an account of these
normatively masculine definitions of architecture in contemporary Canadian
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therefore, do well to do a second take when we hear claims to timeless,
plain, and neutral style. e rhetorical possibility of such a thing exists
only through recourse to an unmarked norm that dissimulates its status as
a fashion. If often these kinds of claims rely precisely on unspoken denotations of less normative categories as the only fashioned or fashionable
ones, we see how holding one’s own fashion up as natural or even “tried
and true” can implicate other bodies.
Secondly, if white was “established as the very figure of the rejection
of fashion” (Wigley xxiv) because it was positioned as a return to original, eternal modes of building and dress, then the sustained fashion of
the white shirt takes the same narrative form as the “retroactive installment” () of identity that Butler critiques. She insists that only through
our cultural notions of gender does the idea of an original pre-gender
and pre-linguistic concept of “sex” exist.⁶ On a different register, then, it
is worth examining the extent to which dissimulating the citational and
fashionable characteristics of one’s dress is to not just follow the temporal
and narrative pattern of normative gender but, moreover, is to reproduce
its powerful invisibility.
We might hope, in this light, to find that transgender studies might be
the well-dressed best place for more thoughtful treatments of the trope of
fashion and temporalities. While this is sometimes the case,⁷ many popular
conceptions of transgender provide the same old story. For Leslie Feinberg,
for instance, “[I]t must be remembered that trans people have always
existed” () – are anything but the latest fashion; others call transgender
a “trendy signifier” (Towle and Morgan ) while Namaste levels it more
clearly as an insult, distinguishing between the “highly unglamorous work”
() of activism versus what she regards as the fashionable and flippant
work of humanities- or arts-inflected genderqueer culture. To encourage
new “fashions” of gender, this short offering ends with three questions:
and Quebecois practice, see Annmarie Adams and Peta Tancred’s “Designing
Women”: Gender and the Architectural Profession.
 In his analysis of Butler, Michael O’Driscoll attends to the disservice done both
to gender and to the figure of “the archive” when we “eradicate [the] process of
materialization—from either the standpoint of a crude materialism or a radical constructivism” (): that is, we “deny critical access to those effects that
are the workings of power” () when we dissimulate the archive of fashion
statements from which we draw.
 See Susan Stryker’s essay “Dungeon Intimacies: e Poetics of Transsexual
Sadomasochism” for both a Bergson-inspired account of the temporality of
trans embodiment and practice and also a disruption to some charges of trans
“fashionability.”
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What do we have at stake when we reject—or valorize—a body or field
of study through its designation as fashionable, unfashionable, or as antifashion? How is gender normativity shored up through banal moments
of proud or absent-minded unfashionability and even anti-fashionability?
More precisely, if Butler’s mutual redefinitions of gender as a “social temporality” and a “stylized repetition of acts” (“Bodily Acts” ) have been
misunderstood as arguments for free-wheeling daily gender creation, is
this perhaps because we have so few ways of thinking about style and the
ideas about time and change that underpin it?
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